Theoretical modeling of the interaction between alveoli during inflation and deflation in normal and diseased lungs.
Alveolar recruitment is a central strategy in the ventilation of patients with acute lung injury and other lung diseases associated with alveolar collapse and atelectasis. However, biomechanical insights into the opening and collapse of individual alveoli are still limited. A better understanding of alveolar recruitment and the interaction between alveoli in intact and injured lungs is of crucial relevance for the evaluation of the potential efficacy of ventilation strategies. We simulated human alveolar biomechanics in normal and injured lungs. We used a basic simulation model for the biomechanical behavior of virtual single alveoli to compute parameterized pressure-volume curves. Based on these curves, we analyzed the interaction and stability in a system composed of two alveoli. We introduced different values for surface tension and tissue properties to simulate different forms of lung injury. The data obtained predict that alveoli with identical properties can coexist with both different volumes and with equal volumes depending on the pressure. Alveoli in injured lungs with increased surface tension will collapse at normal breathing pressures. However, recruitment maneuvers and positive endexpiratory pressure can stabilize those alveoli, but coexisting unaffected alveoli might be overdistended. In injured alveoli with reduced compliance collapse is less likely, alveoli are expected to remain open, but with a smaller volume. Expanding them to normal size would overdistend coexisting unaffected alveoli. The present simulation model yields novel insights into the interaction between alveoli and may thus increase our understanding of the prospects of recruitment maneuvers in different forms of lung injury.